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GERARD VICTORY
(1921 - 1995)
“I have been composing now in one form or another for about fifty years. The result, when listed in a catalogue, reads
like some crowded landscape where plants of every kind imaginable rub shoulders uneasily. Whatever the work, I do
believe I have always wanted to communicate with people at large. The greatest reward is to see one has touched even
a single listener; it has happened sometimes and it has made all the hard work seem worth while.”

Piano Concerto No. 2
Composer’s Note:
Over eighteen years elapsed between the writing of my first and second piano concertos. The first was composed in
1954 and given its premiere (very splendidly as I recall) by Dr. Anthony Hughes with the Radio Eireann Symphony Orchestra
in 1955.
I am not quite certain as to the causes which prevented me from attempting a second concerto for so many years. Most
probably, I realised the difficulties in integrating what is essentially a Romantic art-form with the more atonal astringent
musical language which I adopted from about 1961. It was the exceptional skill of several Irish pianists (especially the
soloist in the first performance, Philip Martin) in performing modern works which finally encouraged me to compose this
second concerto.
The work is in the conventional three-movement form and its harmonic and melodic language is based closely on the
intervals of the opening theme (stated by the piano in octaves), which features wide leaps, of a minor ninth.
The three movements, while closely linked by serially organised material (using, however, a very wide range of
derived series), illustrate three contrasting approaches which reflect different styles current in 20th century music. The first
movement may be described briefly as introduction and statement, then a discursive serial treatment by the piano with
marked, contrasting dynamics; hammered orchestral allegro; further discursive and aleatoric interludes; and finally a rising
stretto culminating in a long cadenza.
The second movement is basically a 'blues'- an acknowledgement of the tremendous influence of jazz and its allied
idioms on the music of our times. The blues (in which the minor ninths have become alternating semitones) is preceded and
followed by short 'nocturne' episodes.
The last movement expresses a folk-music character and has a more modal feel in its melodic line. The theme introduced
on the solo piano after an introductory section is developed in a set of variations, which include a discursive moderato
treatment in irregular 3/8 bars; a Scottish march; and finally a scherzo in triple time, which leads to a vigorous cadenza just
before the close in which material from the first movement is referred to.
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Instrumentation
2 Flutes (all doubling Piccolo)
2 Oboes
3 Clarinets (Bb) (one doubling Bass Clarinet)
2 Bassoons
4 Horns (in F)
3 Trumpets (in C)
3 Trombones
Tuba
Timpani
Percussion (3 players): Celesta, Glockenspiel, Vibraphone, Xylophone.
S.Drum, T. Drum, B. Drum, Bongos, Conga, Cow Bells, Sleigh Bells, Crotales, Guiro, Cymbals,
4 Small Gongs, Tam-tam, Tambourine, Triangle, Tom-Toms, Tubular Bells, Whip, Woodblocks.
Harp
Solo Piano
Strings
[Standard Transpositions are written]

Full performing material available on hire
Duration: ca. 22 minutes
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